Honors Specialization Actuarial Science - Modular Course Flow Chart: 10.5 modular courses

(min grade reqts of 60% in pre-req courses)

Year 1 explicit course req
explicit modular course req
may use for a modular course

Cal1000a or 1500a and Cal1501b (or equivalent)
or Cal 1000b +1301b(min 85%)

Math1600a/b (or equivalent)
or AM 1411a/b

If not taken in year 1 can complete Math1600 in fall term of year 2

Eco1021+1022 are also required courses (if not taken in year 1 can take in year 2 +)

Cal1000a or 1500a and Cal1501b (or equivalent)
or Cal 1000b +1301b(min 85%)

Math1600a/b (or equivalent)
or AM 1411a/b

If not taken in year 1 can complete Math1600 in fall term of year 2

Eco1021+1022 are also required courses (if not taken in year 1 can take in year 2 +)

Notes: 0.5 required modular course: Any additional Actuarial Science, Financial Modeling or Stats course at the 4000 level (check calendar for a few more Stat 4000 level courses) Pre-req mappings shown are for students in the HSP-Act Sci module. Some courses have alternative pre-req options for students in other modules-see academic calendar

If doing another module that includes a 2000+ Intro stats course(e.g. Eco2222 is anti req to 2858), please check with that dept regarding course-substitution options